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Let X be a Hausdorff space and A EX a continuum. A is said to be

a Universal Subcontinuum (USC) if AH\B is connected for every

continuum B EX. Let a be a collection of USC's of a Hausdorff space.

Then a is said to have the finite partition property if a has a decom-

position into a finite number of subcollections each having the finite

intersection property. A result due to W. J. Gray [l] can be easily

modified to show that in a Hausdorff space, a collection of USC's has

the finite intersection property if every pair has a common point.

Other properties of USC's are given in [2] and [3].

Theorem. Let a be a collection of USC's of a Hausdorff space. Then

the following statements are equivalent.

(1) a has the finite partition property.

(2) There exist integers p, q with p^q^2 such that for every p ele-

ments of a, at least q of them have a common point.

(3) a has no infinite pairwise disjoint sub collection.

Proof. (1) implies (2) and (2) implies (3) are obvious. Condition

(2) is used in [2] to obtain a result which states that the maximal

number of subcollections required for the partition is p—q+2. We

now prove that (3) implies (1). The proof is by contradiction; we

assume that a is a collection of USC's of a Hausdorff space with no

infinite pairwise disjoint subcollection, but that a does not have the

finite partition property.

Let 1(a) = {/3Ca|(3 is pairwise disjoint}. Let ft, (32EI(a). We say

ft gft if ft Cft. Then it is clear that g defines a partial order on 1(a).

Let {ftliG/} be a totally ordered subset of 1(a). Then define

/3 = lWft. We show PEI(oe). Let H, G£ft then there exist j„

j2EJ such that HEBjl and G£ft-2. We may assume ft-,Cft2 which

implies that H, GGft, and thatiJHG = 0if H^G. Thus/3 is pairwise

disjoint and /?£/(«)• It is clear that ft^ft- for every jEJ and hence /3

is an upper bound for the chain. Thus every pairwise disjoint sub-

collection of a is a subset of some maximal element of 1(a).

Let a = a0; we define the following subcollections inductively:

ft, a\, a\, ft, a?, ai+i.
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(1) (3,- is a maximal element of 7(a.) with card j3,^2.

(2) aj= {i7£at| there exist Bu B2E$i such that Bx(~\B2 = 0 and

Hr\BX7±0^nC\B2\.

(3) a2= {HEcti—a}\ there exists B\, B2EPi and GEoti—a] such

that B1C\B2 = 0, HC\B^0^GC\B2, and HC\G^0\.
(4) (8?= {5£^i| there exist GB, 77B£ai-a,'-a2 such that Gb(~\B

^09^HbC\B and Gsn77B = 0}.

(5) a<3 = {77£ai-a4'-a2|  there exists BEfii-01 such that 77/°i5

(6) a,+i=ai— aj— a?— a?.

We proceed as follows: Since a0 does not have the finite intersection

property, there exist 77, G£ao such that Hf~\G = 0. Then there

exists a maximal element /3o£7(ao) with {77, G} ^/3o- We now show

that a0" and a2, have the finite partition property.

We associate each element of a„ with the disjoint pair By, B2EPo

given in the definition of a^ and then show that the collection of all

elements associated with the same pair has the finite intersection

property. Let Hu 772£a0; Bu B2E^; H1r\Bi^0^HlC\B2; 77/^

7±0?±H2r\B2; and BxC\B2 = 0. Suppose 77xn772 = 0. Then 5AJ77i
KJB2 and BX\JH2\JB2 are USC's but (B1^JH1\JB2)n(B1\JH2KJB2)

= B1VJB2 = Bl\B2. The contradiction shows UxC\H2^0. By hy-

pothesis, card /30 is finite and it is clear that aJ0 has the finite partition

property. The proof that a2, has the finite partition property is

similar.

Now suppose that 0l = 0. Then since j3o is maximal, every 77£ao

intersects some 7>£/30. We then decompose ao— ay— a2, into at most

card /3o subcollections by associating each element with the unique

BEPo which it intersects. Since &l = 0, every pair associated with

the same B have a common point. Thus ao— au—ao has the finite par-

tition property and hence so does a0. The contradiction shows /30' ̂ 0.

It is clear that 0% has the finite partition property and that

\GB, Hb\ BEfil] £7(ai). We choose a maximal element ft£7(ai)

such that {Gb, Hb\ BEPl} S=|3i- Itai has the finite partition property,

then so does ao=aiWa01VJa2,Uau. Therefore we assume that a. does

not have the finite partition property, and it is clear that this argu-

ment can be repeated inductively.

We now show that the sequence {/?<} satisfies the following

property:

(p) Suppose i, j, and k are integers such that i^j and i^k. Let

BiEPi, BjEPj, and £*£&. Then Bir\Bi^0^Bir\Bk implies
Bjr\Bk^0.

Assume BjC\Bk-=0. If i=j, then Bi = Bj and £yfYBA^0. Thus
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ij^j and similarly, we have ij^k. If j = k, then Bjf^\Bk = 0 implies

BiEaj. Thus j^k and we may assume i>j>k. Since BjEajEak and

ft is a maximal element of I(ak), there exists HkEfik such that

Bjr\Hk9±0 and Hkr\Bk = 0. But this implies BjEa%. The contradic-

tion shows BjC\Bk^0.

Let 7,- = UBe0i B. We now show n,"_o7,-7^0. Since each y> is com-

pact, it suffices to show nf_o7,?^0 in every k^O. Let BkEPk- Then

in every i^&, we have BkEakEai and since ft is a maximal element

of I(ai), there exists 5iEft such that Bk(~\Bi7£0. But property (p)

obviously implies n*=0 Bi?±0 and thus D,™ 0 7.^0-

Let xGHf™ 07i. Then for every i^O, there exists P.Gft such that

xEDi. We now define a collection of USC's {-Ei|i=^0} as follows:

(i) Since card ft=^2, there exists £oGft> such that Ear\Do = 0.

(ii) For every x^O, Di+iEai-al-a*-a3 and Dt+lnDi?*0

imply DiE$\- Therefore, there exists Ei+iEPi+i such that Ei+i

C\Di^0 but£,-+inZ?i+1 = 0.
We now show that the infinite collection {£,|j^0} is pairwise

disjoint. The proof is by induction. We have EoC\Do = 0, Ex(~\Do

5*0, DiC\Do^0, and EiC\Di = 0. Therefore {E0, Eh Di\ is pair-
wise disjoint. Now assume [E0, E\, • • • , Ek, Dk} is pairwise dis-

joint. Then since Dk+iC\Dk^ 0, Ek+iC\Dk?£ 0, and Ek+ir\Dk+i = 0,

property (p) implies {E0, Eu • • • , Ek, Ek+i, Dk+i\ is pairwise dis-

joint. By induction, {£j|i^0} is an infinite pairwise disjoint sub-

collection of a. This contradiction completes the proof.
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